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What it is, how Crowdfundr does things differently, and how to 
get started!
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Hello!
Host: Kemble BC (kemble@connectionpoint.com)
Presenter: Shan reeb (shannon@connectionpoint.com)
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Agenda
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▪ What is Crowdfunding?
▪ Crowdfundr vs ‘The rest’
▪ Campaign examples
▪ Getting started on Crowdfundr - Demo
▪ Q&A



1.
What is crowdfunding?
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“
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Any form of funding a project 
via a large group of supporters



Types of 
crowdfunding

▪ Digital fundraising 
(FundRazr/CoCoPay)

▪ Rewards-focused 
(Crowdfundr)

▪ Investment/Equity 
(unsupported)

▪ Debt (unsupported)
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Fun Fact…

The first major 
crowdfunding campaign 
was to build the pedestal 
for Statue of Liberty!
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2.
Crowdfundr vs ‘The rest’
How we do it differently
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Crowdfundr
▪ Choice: AON or KIA
▪ Funds available immediately (KIA) or as 

soon as goal is hit (AON)
▪ One user can run as many campaigns as 

needed, no approval necessary
▪ Shipping totals not added to overall 

funds raised
▪ FREE or fee recovery pricing options
▪ Offline backing 
▪ Roll-over AON campaigns
▪ Series campaign options
▪ Supporters can choose multiple rewards

How we do it differently

The other guys
▪ Mandatory AON
▪ Funds held by platform for a period of 

time after campaign is completed
▪ User can run one campaign at a time, 

after awaiting approval
▪ Shipping has to be estimated ahead of 

time and incorporated into campaign 
goal

▪ 5% platform fee
▪ No offline backing
▪ AON campaigns one-and-done
▪ One layout only
▪ Supporters choose one reward only
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3.
Campaign Examples
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4.
Getting started on Crowdfundr
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https://crowdfundr.com/create/
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*Keep it all

*
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*All or nothing

*
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Navigation
Live Demo
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https://crowdfundr.com/e23SXe


Launch
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“ What is the best way 
to learn how to use 
CrowdFundr?
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Resources
▪ Creator HUB
▪ Help Center
▪ Support and Strategy teams
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Thanks!
! Q&A
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